
Press Release 
Distribution
The “Who, What, When, Where” of the Wire



Have you ever wondered why wire services are called 
that? What is “the wire,” anyway? And if you’re using 
a wire service, why are there some products that are 
specifically designated as “wire” products? All of this 
terminology and jargon can get confusing, but in a 
time of tight budgets and fierce competition, it’s more 
important than ever to understand what you’re paying 
for when you send your company’s news.

In the industry, “wire” has a special meaning, history, and 
connotation. Understanding that background will help you to 
make the best decisions for your news distribution, whether 
you’re trying to speak to consumers, make a splash in the local 
news outlets, or attract curious journalists to pick up your story.



Down to the Wire: How Media Outlets 
Get Their News Stories
Television stations, radio stations, magazines, 

newspapers and other media outlets get their news 

from multiple sources. Some stories are created 

in-house, meaning that a staff writer develops a 

story by following a lead or building on a pitch or 

assignment from an editor. Others are submitted 

by independent freelancers who may send in a 

pitch first or just try their luck with sending in a 

story. Still others are obtained directly from  

outside sources. 

Newswires or “wire services” have traditionally been 

a source for edited, finished pieces that can be used 

as-is or serve as a jumping-off point for journalists. 

A press release can be published as-is, quotes can 

be pulled from it for use in stories, or an interested 

journalist can reach out with 

questions to write an original story based on  

the announcement. 

This kind of news is undoubtedly valuable to the 

businesses who are sending out announcements, 

but it’s valuable to the news media as well. Media 

outlets work within specific parameters for length 

and quantity of content. No matter what’s going on 

in the world, a newspaper has a specific number 

of pages to fill, and a news station has a specific 

runtime to hit. Having ready-to-print, newsworthy 

announcements ready to go is a lifesaver for media 

outlets who need to fill space while offering value 

to their audience. 
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A Brief History 
of News Wire  
Services
The earliest wire services started in the 1800s, appearing 

alongside the first national newspapers. They utilized the 

then-new technology of the telegraph in order to transmit 

news across the country – hence the name, “the wire.” 

Prior to the invention of the telegraph, there was no reliable 

way to transmit news quickly across a long distance. News 

tended to be local, often limited to a specific community, and 

there was little interest in knowing what might be happening 

in other areas. As technological innovations worked to make 

the world smaller and more interconnected, a demand for 

broader news coverage was born.

The Associated Press, or AP, is the world’s oldest and largest 

wire service. It was founded in 1848 as a joint venture between 

several large news journals of the time to obtain and spread 

news among its partners. Today, the AP works in a similar 

way, serving news to 1,700 newspapers and 5,000 broadcast 

outlets in 121 countries. Other well-known wire services with a 

similar history and purpose include Bloomberg and Reuters. 

Whatever the service, these news wires deliver syndicated 

content and pre-written news to media outlets nationwide. 

The press release, as we think of it today, has a history 

almost as old as the wire itself. In 1906, a train accident in 

Pennsylvania made history not just for its severity but for 

the way it was reported. A former New York Times reporter, 

tasked with managing the railroad’s public image, wrote an 

official statement about the accident; this statement was 

printed verbatim by many news outlets. 
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Soon enough, it became the norm for companies 

to craft news statements about their companies 

and disseminate them to media outlets to create 

a brand identity and keep the public apprised 

of developments. In 1933, the U.S. Securities 

and Exchange Commission (SEC) made it a 

requirement for publicly traded companies 

to make all potentially market-moving news 

publicly available to investors, and for all such 

announcements to be made at the same time. 

This created an even greater need for direct 

communication between businesses, media, and 

the public. 

In 1954, PR Newswire became the first wire service 

to focus largely on commercial news. By providing 

a broad and reliable channel for businesses to 

communicate with customers and investors, 

PR Newswire helped to shape the future of the 

wire. Today, commercial news wires remain the 

only reliable and approved way for companies to 

distribute material news to their investors and 

remain in compliance with the SEC.
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How Wire News  
is Delivered Around the World
The first wire services used telegraphs, which 

transmit encoded information over a wire in the 

form of electrical current. Pulses of current would 

travel down the wire to a receiver, where it would 

be printed off onto a long strip called “ticker 

tape.” This is where the terminology of “ticker 

symbols” originates: Financial news about stock 

transactions would be delivered on ticker tape, 

with brief alphabetic symbols (ticker symbols) 

used in place of company names to save space. 

As more sophisticated methods of news  

delivery started to develop, telegraphs became 

fully obsolete by the 1960s when telephones and 

fax machines made transmitting information  

much more efficient. 

The modern “wire” is more like an email feed; 

these fully electronic feeds display some limited 

information, such as a source name and slug  

line or part of a headline. These stories can then be 

opened and read in their entirety by  

interested journalists. 
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The Internet  
and Direct Communication 
The internet didn’t just make it easier to send news to newsrooms; this truly disruptive  

communication innovation changed the concept of media entirely. Blogs, online magazines, social media 

platforms, email mailing lists and more have all erupted and proliferated over the past 30 years, shaking 

news media to its core. Now many publications operate without newsrooms or even physical offices, and 

digital publishing has eliminated the rigid space limitations felt by traditional print publications. 

The internet has also made it possible to disseminate news to consumers directly in ways that were not 

practical in a pre-digital age. Thanks to the reach of the internet, wire services could publish news on their 

own without needing to serve as a middleman for other media outlets.

Just as technology has changed the meaning of “the wire,” it has redefined the concept of the news 

release. No longer constrained by the limitations of traditional media, digital distributions are free to be 

more creative, incorporating multimedia or using more advertorial language to communicate  

with potential customers. Companies wishing to announce their news have more channels than  

ever before for making announcements – and that’s why it’s important to know and  

understand your options. 
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Internet vs Wire Distribution 
These days, when someone in the industry refers to 

a “wire” distribution, what they really mean is that it 

targets primarily traditional brick-and-mortar media 

outlets like newspapers, magazines, TV and radio. 

The actual technology behind these distributions 

has been updated to match the 21st Century, but the 

concept is the same as it always was: Transmitting 

information across the country or even the world so 

that the news media can distribute and adapt those 

stories for their audiences. 

By comparison, web-only distributions cater 

to the “new media” that proliferates entirely in 

virtual spaces. The cornerstone of these web-only 

distributions is the newswire’s own website, which 

acts as a publishing platform. News may also be 

shared by virtual and electronic feeds to other  

web-based publications, social media, and other 

digital outlets. 

How is sending a press release to a web-only 

distribution different than simply posting the news 

on your company’s own blog or website? 

First, an established newswire has a built-in audience 

of readers who know to turn to the site for news. For 

example, because PR Newswire curates its content, 

vetting its users and reviewing submitted news for 

quality, journalists and consumers know that they 

can trust what they find on the site. 

Established newswire services also have high site 

authority with search engines like Google, meaning 

that they have better search engine optimization 

and will be more visible. If you post the same press 

release to your website and send it to PR Newswire, 

the odds are good that PR Newswire’s 

version will show up higher on the search results 

page. For new companies and small businesses 

especially, this level of content promotion is 

extremely important. 

Search engine optimization (SEO) was a huge driving 

factor in the growth of online news sites because it 

became a strategy for promoting a company’s own 

website as well as the specific content being sent. 

By sending a press release with links back to the 

company’s page, a site owner could boost his site’s 

search visibility and increase his ranking. Because 

having links back to your website spread across 

multiple sites online was such a powerful way to 

boost your site’s visibility, several web-only press 

release distributors popped up in the 2000s. 

These sites offered cheap alternatives to traditional 

wire distributions, but they also didn’t provide any 

of the other benefits like wire distribution, content 

review, membership vetting and so forth that would 

build trust with journalists. For this reason, many of 

these SEO-focused press release services became 

ignored by traditional media. 

This tactic peaked in the early 2010s, when search 

engines became more sophisticated and achieving 

SEO through links alone stopped working. Many 

of the smaller web-only press release services that 

didn’t offer any additional value to their users began 

to disappear. Distribution companies that could still 

offer a variety of services to their clients remained 

and flourished by doing just that.
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Which Distribution is Right for You?
Wire news distributions have the weight of tradition behind them, but they’re not the right  

choice for every piece of news. In some cases, an online-only distribution is exactly what you need. 

Online-only press releases are best if: 

 ● You’re looking to target the consumer directly 

with your news rather than court the attention 

of journalists 

 ● You plan to take advantage of multimedia 

options like photos, videos, sound files and 

downloadable PDF attachments 

 ● You have a strong call-to-action to drive readers 

back to your company’s website or product 

page, and this is the primary goal of the release 

 ● You’re looking to save money on your PR budget 

Online distributions tend to be more affordable, 

especially if you have a longer piece of news. 

Traditional news media tends to prefer shorter 

releases, and longer pieces will cost more to 

distribute due to these preferences, traditions, and 

available technology. Web-only releases do not 

have these limitations, so there’s no reason they 

must conform to the usual 400-word guideline 

recommended for traditional news. 

Traditional wire distribution is best if: 

 ● You need to meet SEC disclosure  

guidelines by submitting news to specific 

approved publications 

 ● Your primary audience is journalists, and you 

hope to capture the attention of brick-and-

mortar media 

 ● You want to see your news reprinted in specific 

outlets, especially local or regional newspapers 

or TV stations 

 

Some people prefer to reach out directly to brick-

and-mortar media outlets to pitch stories or to 

share their news individually rather than through a 

distribution service. While this can be very effective 

if you have an established relationship with a 

journalist, it’s time-consuming and labor-intensive. 

Sending your news through a well-respected wire 

service will get your announcement in front of the 

most people without hours of legwork. 

At PR Newswire, we include online distributions 

with our standard wire services, so you can enjoy 

the best of both worlds without paying a la carte 

pricing for each. If you’re interested in learning 

more about our services or would like to explore 

the options available for distributing your news, 

reach out to a member of our team today. We’ll 

be happy to answer your questions and work with 

you to set up the distribution option that’s right for 

your needs. 
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About Cision 

Cision is a leading global provider of earned media software and services to public relations 
and marketing communications professionals. Cision’s software allows users to identify key 
influencers, craft and distribute strategic content, and measure meaningful impact. Cision 
has over 4,800 employees with offices in 24 countries throughout the Americas, EMEA, and 
APAC. For more information about Cision’s award-winning products and services, includ-
ing the Cision Communications Cloud®, visit www.cision.com and follow Cision on Twitter 
@Cision. To support PR and communications professionals during this difficult time, Cision 
has compiled these free COVID-19 PR resources.

Request a demo now to learn how to monitor your broadcast media and build better rela-
tionships with influencers who matter.
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